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Introduction

Since the founding of the Swiss Federal State in 1848, a very complex coexistence
of laws has been developed with refined legal foundations, procedures and allowances, providing social protection against the risks of old age, illness and accident.
As a result, there is an increased need for coordination between legislations and the
consistent use of terms and concepts.
Societal changes (such as heterogeneous familial structules, professional and
social mobility or new employment pattems), the rise in chronic diseases, increasing life expectancy with considerably longer disability-free years including, howtly, the need for help in old age,l as well
evir, also increasing frailty and,
"ontlqu"t
as longevity with adverse health effects due to pharmaceutical, technical and
surgical progless require support, including professional guidance and advice,
and the coordination of services particularly in private households.

Swiss social security legislation makes a difference between need of support
a penon who requires assistance with regard to the activities of daily living such
as personal hygiene or household maintenance), need for attendance (in case of a
health condition which requires professional nursing care, particularly regarding
(of

lCi Lic腱 ぬer et al.(2010).
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2see

3Cf.

Art. 7 Para.Zlit. a KLV.

Wingenfeld et al. (20 I I ) and Landolt (2001b, 2W2a, b, 2003, 2Wg).
acf.
Hiipflinger and Hugentobler (2005), p. ag.

5cf. Htipflinger
et al. (201t), p. 10.
Lieberhen et al. (2010), p.23 tr.

6Cf.

7Cf,

Schtin-Btthtmann (2005). These numbers are based on the Swiss Labour Force
Survey
[fghtt.e-izeriyle arbeitskrii,fteerhebung, sAKfl or, wherc applicable, taken ftom the "unpaid
ry:d{r. This repon distinguishes between long-term care and assistance on the one
hand, and informal care provision and services provision on the other.

Yot"

tcf. Perrig-Chiello
and Hiipflinger

eCf.

(2012), Bischofberger (201

l).

Htipflinger et al. (201l).

rocf' swiss
Conference of the Cantonal Healthcarc Directors
lschweizerische Konferenz der
kantonalen G esundheitsdirekoren, GD Kl (20@).
'19 - ry,:l observatory on Healthcare lschweizerisches Gesundheirsobservatorium,

Obsanl
r2see

(2W).

on this also the 2020 heatth policy priorities (Prioritdten Gesundheit

Federal council (http://www.bag.aamin.Ctr6esundheio020/

-

lasr viewed on

2ry26.1)

ofthe Swiss

zsW no9).
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2

Foundations of the Swiss Long-Term Care Insurance
System

2.1

Constitutional Foundations

Art.4l (l)

(b), the Federal Constitution (BV) obliges the federal authorities and
the cantons to ensure, in addition to the individual's personal responsibility and
private initiative, lhat every person is provided the necessary care required for
histhe, health.r3 This refers neither to a competence provisiont4 nor to a fundamental social right, but is merely a social objective.rs Also from Art. L2 BV (rigtrt
to seeking helpin situations of need) no right arises regarding domiciliary care.r6
Federal mandates regarding social security matterslT exist with r-espect to the
social risks of old age *O A*Uitity,lE as well as illness and accident.re On the basis
of Art. 3 BV, of a specific constitutional provision2o or a responsibility delegated by
the federal govemment,2l the cantons may also adopt new social security standards.
The social security competence provisions do not refer to long-term care dependency as a separate issue. The term has, however, many features in common with
othei constituiionally recognised facts related to dependency." As long-term care
dependency is always a consequence of old age, illness or accident, the federal
governmentprimarily has to determine whether and in what way the costs for longtefln care arc to be covered by social security. In contrast, the cantons and
communities are first of all held responsible for the provision of sufficient long-

In

term care.

13cf. Art.41 Para.
14Cf.

Art,4l

I lit. b Bv.

Para. 3 BV.

r5cf. Art.41 Para. 4 BV.
r6cf.
l7see

ludgment BGer of I 7.06.2005 (2P.7 3 l2W5) E. 5.
e.g. Art. 59 Para. 5 BV and Art. 112 ff. Bv.

r8cf. Art. I 12 f. Bv,
recf. Art. I 17 Bv.
20Cf.
Art. 114 Para. 4 BV and Art.

"Cf...g.Art. lll
ZE.g.

ll5

BV.

Para.3 BV.

old age (Art 8 Para. 2, 4l Pan.2 and I 1 I BV), disability or, respectively, disabled penons
(Art. 8 Para. 2 and 108 Para. 4 BV), very old persons (tut. 108 Para. 4 and ll2 Para. 4 BV),
persons in need (Art. 108 Para.4 and 115 BV), invalidity or, respectively, invalids (Art. 4l Para.
2, lll and 112 Para.6 BV), illness or, respectively, mental illness (Art.4l Para. 2, l17, 118 Para.
2lit. b, I 19 Para. 2lit. c and Art. 136 Para. I BV), accident (Art.4l Para.2,and I l7 BV) as well as
the need for subsistence support (Art. ll2 Para.2 lit. b BV and l0th transitory provision
Itl b er g an g sb e s t immun gl BY ).
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Dual Financing Systen

In the overcomplicated dual financing system relating to the costs ofattendance and
longterm care, the federal govemment and the cantons gtant various allowances for
care services to persons dependent on long-term care in terms of subject
financing
lsubiektfinanzierungf, in particular helplessness allowances (including a supplement for intensive care and compensation for support in life skills), long-term care
allowance, carc support devices and reimbunement for services provided by third
parties, as well as care vouchers.

In addition, the federal government and the cantons provide object financing
lObiektfinanzierung) to facilities for people with disabilities, long-term care facilities23 and aid groups.u Depending on wtrether tne subsidies are associated with the
individual level ofattendance required by a person in need of long-term care or not,

we speak of subject-oriented object financing (sometimes also called indirect or
pseudo-subject-related financing {indirekte oder unechte subjektfinanzierungl, or
pul". object financing freine obiektfinanzierungf. h cases in which the nursing
9f
home" or long-term care expenses26 are not covered by social insurance, the
cantons may choose between object financing and (pseudo-)subject-related
financing.

3

Subsidies Granted to Long-Term Care Facitities

3.1

General

state subsidies for both inpatient care facilities (hospitals
lspitiiler]z1 pursuant to
homes [pflegeheime]2, pursuanr to Art. 39 (:)
ana
other homes, particularly/acilities for persons with disabilities2e35 *d outpatient

Art. 39 (l) KvG, nursing

rvc

23Cf.

Art. 25a KVG and infra margin No. 2l ff; Landolt (2010a).
Arl 74IVG and Art 17 para, I ELG.
zsCf.
Art. 13 Para. 2 ELG.
26Cf.
Art. 25a Para. 5 KVG.
2{Cf.

27Art.

39 Para.

I KVG.

28Art.

39 Para. 2 KVG.
2eAccording
to Art. 3 IFEG, the following are considered as institutions supporting the
inclusion
persons with disability:

-

of

facilities which employ on-site or at decentrally located workplaces invalids
who could, under
normal circumstances, not exercise any gainful activity,
residential homes and other assisted forms of collectivi tiving for persons
with disability,
daycare centres where persgls with disabilities spend their time in
a community .nd
participate in leisure and gainful activity programmes.

3oArt.25a

.-

ELV does not distinguish between the terms 'long-term carc home, and .facility
for
persons with disabilities'. A care home is considered
to be aiy facility which is recognised-by a

I. Bischofberger and H. Landolt
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care services (Spitex organisations3l or fieelance professional nursing staff32) are
regulated in various cantonal decrees.33

3.2

Facilitios for Persons with Disabilities

The IFEG and subsidiary cantonal law have obliged the cantons since I January
2011 to implement a subsidy and supply system for the nursing homes and the
facilities for persons with disabilities located in their own territory.il
Art. 7 IFEG3s requires cost sharing by the canton of residence of a disabled
person who is accommodated in a recognised care institution either within or
outside of the canton of domicile.36 Co-payments must cover the costs in a way
so that "no disabled person will become dependent on social assistance because of
such accommodation".3T
The IFEG does not stipulate insurance pur-ments or subsidies to be granted by
the cantons; there must be a legal entitlement to subsidies, however, if cantonal law
provides for co-payments to be made in terms of subsidies to recognised institutions

canton as a home or which has obtained cantonal approval for operation. If-in connection with
the granting ofhelplessness allowance--+he IV authority grades an insured person as a care home
resident within the meaning of Art. 42ter Para 2 IVG, dris grading is also valid for claims to
supplementary services as are deliverable to care home residents.

3rcf. Art.51
32cf.
Art.49

Kw.
Kw.

33E.g.
in the canton of Zurich: Long-Term Care Act lPflegegesetz) of 27t@|2010 (855.1) and the
Regulation on Long-Term Care hovision fVerordnung iiber die Pflegeversorgungf of22lLl20l0

(855.11), as well as the Act regarding Facilities for Adult Invalids IGesetz iiber
Invalideneinrichtungenfiir emtachsene Personen (IEG)Iot0lll04:0ff (855.2) and the Regulation
on Facilities for Adult Invalids lVerordnung ilber Invalideneinrichtungen filr erwachsene
Personen

(lN)lof lUDnWT

(855.21).

rCf. Art. l0 Federal Act of 6 October regarding

lnstitutions Supporting the Inclusion of Invalids

lBundesgesetz vom 6, Oktober 2006 ilber die Institutionen zur Fbrderung der Eingliederung von
inval ide n P er sone n ( I F EG )1.
35

Art. 7 I.E. rcads (translated):

l.

The cantons bear part of the expenses incured for a stay in an approved facility to the extent
that no invalid needs to claim social assistance due to such a stay,
2. If an invalid cannot find placement in a facility approved by the canton of residence that
adequately meets the noeds of the invalid, the latter is-in line with Para. l-+ntitled to claim
contributions from the canton to costs incurred for placement in a different institution which
meeB the conditions according to Art. 5 Para, l.
3elh.e
Intercanlonal Agreement on Social Institutions llnterkantonale Vereinbarung fi)r soziale
Einrichtungen (NSE)I of 13 Deccmber 2002 hte://www.sodk.cty'ueber-die-sodl/ivse.htnrl has the
purpose of facilitating without impediments the intercantonal placement of persons with special
reguirements regarding assistance and support in appropriate institutions outside their canton of
residence.
37Cf.

Art. ? Para. I IFEG.
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or disabled persons.3s To guarantee that the persons concemed me accommdaled
in appropriate institutions, federal legislation obliges the cantons to establish a
requirement and disability concept, and it obliges the canton of domicile to make
co-payments within and outside the canton.3e

If

persons in need

of long-term care are accommodated in an institution for

disabled persons outside their canton of residence, there is an obligation on their
part, according to Art. 28 (2) IvsE and the provisions of the canton ofresidence, to
participate in the costs: partially or entirely, by using their income and part of their
assets.0

3.3

Nursing Homes

According to Art. 39 (3) KvG, "nursing homes" are considered to be homes and
facilities and their departments serving long-term and medical care+r as well as the
rehabilitation of long+erm patients.a2 Homes which primarily focus on
non-medical care, such as homes for the eldedy that have no long-term care unit
or residential homes for needy persons are excluded, as are hospices senring
medical and palliativ-e care of the seriously ill and dying persons who are covered
by social insurance.a3
Nursing homes must be recognised under health insurance law (Art.
39 (1) KVG), dispose of sufficient medical care capacities,4 the necessary qualified
personnelas and adequate medical facilities.6 TtrJy must comply with the cantonal
and intercantonal assessment ofneeds, have received a service mandate orbe cited
on the cantonal nursing homes list.aT

According to the Swiss Sickness Insurance Act/Swiss Health Care Benefits
ordinance (KvG/KLv) and subsidiary cantonal law, the pension costs are bome
by the person in need ofcare and the local canton. As to the long-term care costs,
the health insurance funds solely contribute to the nursing and
38cf.

sfitex care costs,4E

Arr 8IFEG.

3ecf.

Art. 2 and 7IFEG.
{Cf. Art. 28 Para. 3 fvSE.

alNursing

and medical carc not only include car€ treatment but also the gcneral and sociopsychiatric basic nuning care (cf. Art. 7 para. 2 KLV).
o2Cf.
Art. 39 Para. 3 KVG.

a3cf.ludgment

EVG of lgl%n(f,lt

scf. RsKv (t979), p. 277.
'5cf. 107 v 54 E. 2a and RSKV

G

77100) E. 3b.

(t979), p.277.

6see on
this BGE I 15 V 38 E. gblaaand 107 V 54 E. I and 2.
47Cf.
Art. 39 Para. 3 KvG.
48Cf.
Art. 25aParu.l KVG. The care home tariff, valid as of 1 January 201 I provides for 12
needs
,
levels or, respectively, a monthly allowance of clIF 270.- (t^ritf tevet
tiiaity long_rcrm care
needs of up to 20 min) through to CHF

3240.- (tariff level I2: daily long+erm care needs of more
than220 min) (cf. Art. 7a Para. 3 KLV).
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whilc the pcnion in nced of care pays up to 207a of the maximum long-term care
contribution and the remaining amount of ttrc costs is bome by the canton.ae It is up
to the cantons to decide whether the maximum co-payment is required from the
person in need of care. In the light of the principle that "outpatient care has
precedence over inpatient care", some cantons, such as Zurich, take over half of a
patient's co-payment in the case of long-term care being rendered in the private
household.so

The costs of hospital care, as well as of intensive and transitional care

if

a hospital stay and if medically ordered by the hospital, will,
however, be reimbursed by mandatory health insurance and by the canton of
residence of the insured person for a maximum period of 2 weeks according to
the rules governing hospital financing.sl Care costs are co-financed on a 55:45
basis, with 557o bome by the canton of residence and 45Vo by the insurance
necessary after

company.s2

4

Care Benefits

4.1

Historical Development

The governmental duty of care for helpless persons l"Hillflose") was first
recognised under the "Pension Law" of 7 August 1852. The Federal Act on Health

and Accident Insurance with the inclusion of military insurance of 5 October
1899s3 sdpulated that sickness benefits were to be increased by l00%o in the case
of complete helplessness.sa Later the "supplementary pension for helpless people"
was transferred into the Federal Health and Accident Insurance Act of 13 June
l9ll,ss Afi. 77 of which stipulated that pensions be increased from 70 rc lA07o of
the annual insured income if the insured person was ,,helpless in such a way that he
or she is in need of special maintenance and care". Art.26 of the Federal Military
Insurance Act of 23 December 191456 provided for a similar regulation with regard
to sickness benefits. Art. 42 of the Federal Military Insurance Act of 20 September

lg4g57 provided

for an increase in daily

sickness allowances and invalidity

4ecf.

Art

50Cf.

e.g. $ 9 Para. 2 long-Term Care Act lPflegegesetz] ot 27M2O\O (Canton of Zurich).

51Cf.

25aPara.5 KvG.

Art. 25aPara.2 KvC.
Art. 49a Para. 2 KVG.
53See
BBI 1899 w 6l.
32Cf.

sasimilarly,

A

!.,trt,
Paa.9 and Art. 29 Para.2 Federal Act regarding the Insurance of Military
Persons against Illness and Accidents fBundesgesetz betreffendVersicherung der Militiirpersonen
gegen Krankheit und Unfalt) of 28 June 1901
BBI l90t III 65.

:

"cf. BBI rgll m 523.
56see
BBI l9l5 I 45.
57cf. bsl
1949 rI 509.
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pensions and stipulated, in addition, an "appropriate allowance" if "helplessness
requires extraordinary expenditures".
With the entering into force of the IVG, Swiss Parliament decided to create a
legal entitlement to helplessness allowances: "Helpless percons are those who,
because of their disability, permanently requhe help from a third person or personal
surveillance to carry out activities of daily living."ss In 1968 an entitlement to
helplessness allowance was also in&oduced in the AHV.5e The restrictive criterion
for severe helplessness were eased in the years following 1968. However, it is only
since the entering into force of the new care-financing arrangement on I January
2011 that also moderate helplessness is considered with a view to an entitlement to
helplessness allowance, however only for those old-age pensioners who are not
accommodated in nursing homes.o In accident insurance, the terms on helplessness
allowance were only laid down in 1981.

4.2

Helplessness Allowance

4.2.1 General
The helplessness allowance granted by ArIV[v is exclusively financed by the
federal go^vemment6l and is only granted to insured p"rron 6' who have their
residence63 and habitual abodee in Switzerland. connary to the premium-financed
helplessness allowance ganled by accident insurance, this allowance is a special
non-contributory benefit that is not subject to the principle of the exportation of
benefits.65

Helplessness allowance is granted, at the earliest, from the day of birttr.6
Insured persons who have not yet completed the first year of age axe entitled to
helplessness benefits as soon as it has been ascertained that they are likely to suffer
from helplessness for more that 12 months.67

sBArt.42Para.
seAmendment

2 aIVG (1967).

to the Federal Act regaxding Pension and Survivors' Insurance lA,nderung des

Bundesgesetzes iiber die Alters- und Hinterlassenenversicherungl of 4 october 196g.
@Cf.
Arr 43bis Para. 2 AHVG.

6rcf. Art
77 Para.2I\lG.
Art 43bis Para. I AI{VG and Art.42 para. I IVG.

62Cf.
63Cf.

Art

nCf. Art.
65Cf.

13 Para.

I

ATSG.

13 Para. 2 ATSG.

on this BGE

t32v

423.

6Cf. Art. 42 Para. 4
l\tG.
67Cf.

Art. 42bis Para. 3 IVG.
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4.2.2 11elplel賜 ness
4.2.2.1 (〕eneral
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4.2.2.2

Assistance with Carrying Out Activities of Daily Living

The activities

-

ofdaily living cover six

areas6e:

dressing/undressing
getting up, sitting/lying down

eating
personal hygiene
using the toilet

mobility.

The requirements are fulfilled if a person in need of help regularly depends to a
considerable deg:ee on assistance through another person with respect to one of the
above activities." In the legal practice, a distinction is made between direct and
indireclt third party help.

4.2.2.3

1N.eed lor Survelllance

Severe helplessnessT2'73 means that the insured person regularly depends to a
considerable degree on the help of a third party with respect to all activities of
daily living and, furthermore, that he or she is permanently in need of long-term
care or personal surveillance.Ta Moderate helplessness, in contrast, requires pennanent personal surveillance or particularly intensive long-term care,1s

68Cf.

Art.9 ATSG and

e.g. Arr. 37 IVV and Art. 38 WV.
fiuther refercnces BGE l2l V 88 E. 3a.
'ocf. BGE 117 v 146 E.2. The need forassistance is regarded as considerable, forinstance, ifthe
insured person cannot cut hiq/her meals into small pieces or if he/she cannot hold the eating
utensils him-/herself, cf. BGE 106 V 158 E. 2b; Landolt (1995).

@With

"ff.".g,BGE

133

V 4728.5.1,121V

88 E. 3c as well as 107

(2W4).

'2Cf. Art. 37 Pam.l
73Cf.

IW

and

Arl

38 para. 2

tIW.

Art. 37 Paa.3 lit. b IW and Arr 38 para.4lit. b LIW.
'4Cf. Art.37 Para. I IW.
75Cf.
Art. 37 Par* 3 IW and Art. 38 para. 4IIW.

V

145 E.

lc and 136 E. lb; Landolt
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A permanent personal need for surveillance corresponds to a need for support
with respect tp two of the six activities of daily living and is deemed to be mgderate
helplessness.T6 Moderately severe helplessniss is assumed if there is a need for
support with respect to two of the four above-mentioned activities of daily living,
and, in addition, permanent personal surveillance.TT
A permanent personal need for surveillanceTs involves a need for qualified
surveillanceTg and goes beyond the mere need for minor surveillance.Bo Permanent
personal surveillance is hence a kind of medical or nursing care service which is
needed due to the insured person's physical, mental or psychological state of
health.8l This service is required if a third person must be present to help the
dependent person get up during the night.
As a rule, permanent need for long-term care is a criterion met by tetraplegics,s2
who will require help with taking mediciness3 and the daily opening of drug
packages.sa

4.2,2.4 Long-Term

Care Dependency

4.2.2.4.1 Permanent or Particularly Intensive long-Term Care
Severe helplessness only applies if an insured person regularly depends to a
considerable degree on the help of a third party with respect to all activities of
daily living and is permanently in need oflong-term caxe or personal surveillance.8s
Moderate helplessness, in contrast, requires pennanent personal surveillance or
particularly intensive long-term care.86
"Permanent surveillance" means that a certain medical or nursing care service is
required due to the insured person's physical, mental or psychological state of

76Cf.

Art. 37 Para.3

IW

and Para. 38 Para. 4

7'Cf. Art.
38 Para.3 LIVV.
78

Art. 37 Para. 2
7ecf.

lit.

b

UW.

WV bzw. Art. 38 para. 3 lit.

b

LIW.

v 145 E. td.
80Art.
37 Para. I IW and Art. 38 Para. 2 tIW.
8tCf,
ludgment BGer of OslO3t2CfD (8C_9l2pOOg)
BGE Io7

E. 3.2.3 and furthermore BGE lO7 V

136 E. lb andZAK 1990,44 E. 2c. The need for pennanent care services does not mean that
the cargiver is tied exclusively to the person dependent on help, and it neither means 24-hour-carp,
but is rather to be understood in terms of care services that are not of a tcmporary nature.

82Cf..ludgment

83cf.

BGer

of tgl16l2(f,'7 (U 595/06) 8.3.2.2.

;udgment EVG

of

o30gt2oo3

(l

2t4to3) E. 4., also qualifies in rerms of the need for

supervision, cf. judgment BGer ot 23109f2003 (I 360/03) E. 4.1.

8ocf.

iudgment EVG of O3t@/2W3 (l 2l4l}3) E. 4, not, however, in the case of a roughly
lS-minute long supervision of the taking of daily medication, cf. judgment EVG of 2lfiltzffi
(H 4106)8.4.2.
85Cf.

Arl

86Cf.

Art. 37 Para.3

37 Para.

I IW.

IW

and

Art. 38 paa. 4

tIW.
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health. The term "nursing care" implies, for example, that there is a need to
administer medication or apply bandages on a daily basis. "Permanent" in this
conlext does not mean "around the clock" but stands in opposition to
"temporary".87
Long-term care is "particularly intensive" if it is very time-consuming, causes
high expenses or has to be provided under aggravated circumstances, e.g. in cases
where_it proves to be especially strenuous or has to be delivered at an unusual
time.88 A daily need for care of 2-2.5 hmust certainly be classified as especially
inlensive when aggravating qualitative factors come into play.8e

4.2.2.4.2 Intensive long-Term Care Dependency
Invalidity insurance grants insured persons under age I 8 a supplement for intensive
long-term care.* The text of the law acknowledges "intensive long-term care" as a
service covered by this insurance.el Also the "increased demand for treatment and
basic carecompared to that required by nondisabled minors of the same age,, is
allowable,e2 but not the amount;f dme required for medically prescribed treabnent

or pedagogical therapeutic care.e3
Intensive cale refers to an allowable increase in long-term care of a daily average
of at least 4 h. Additionally required permanent surveillance is allowable in terms of
2 h of care, and particularly intensive surveillance due to a disability in terms of
4 h.e4
The monthly supplement for intensive long-term care due to disability amounts
to the following percentage of the maximum pension leveles:

-

607o (CHF 46.80) in the event of at least 8 h of attendance a day
40?o (CIIF 31.20) in the evenr of at least 6 h of attendance a day
20Vo (CHF 15.60) in the event of at leasr 4 h of attendance a day

des Hthhstbetrages der Altersrente.

87cf.

BcE l 16 v

88Cf.

margin No. 8057 KSIH.

8ecf.

iudgments BGer of 3l.05.ZWS

mCf.

48 E. 6b.

Art. 42tarPara.3 IVG

e'Cf. Art. 42ter
Para. 3 IVG.
e2Cf.

Art. 39 Para. 2 ryv.
Art. 39 Para. 2IW.
%Cf.
Art. 39 Para. 3IW.
escf. Art.42ter
Para. 3 IVG.
e3Cf.

and

e

S65tc/l)E.4.2.1and of

Art. 39 IW.

0Zllp0ol

(I 633/00) E. I
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4.2.2.5 Life Skllls Assistance

A person who lives in hisfter home environment and is permanently dependent on
life skills assistance due to impaired health is also referred to as a helpliss person.
An allowance for life skills assistance represents an "additional and aulonomous
provision of support"s for psychologically, physically and mentally disabled

If only the psychological health is impaired, ihe person involved must
at least be entitled to a quarter pension for helplessness to be assumed. The mere
requirement
permanent life skills assistance always refers to moderate
persons.eT

^of

helplessness.e8
There is need for life skills assistance if an adult insured person does not live in a
nursing home,ee is covered by invalidity insurance (IVG)ldand is no longer able to

live independenrly without the help of another person because of an impairment of
his/her health, if he or she depends on other persons with regard to the activities of
daily living or contacts outside the house or if there is a high risk of this person
permanently isolating him-lherself from the outside world.rot only such life skills
assistance is to be taken into account which is required on a regular'basis and within
the context of the abovementioned situations.
It is of no importance whether the "assistance" is provided directly or indirectly.

The aide can therefore also carry out the required activities him/herself if the
insured person is not able to do so in spite ofdetailed instructions or surveillance/
control in consequence of health problems.lo2 Furthermore, it is also of no relevance whether the assistance services are free of charge or not.lo3
Life skills assistance does, however, not cover direct or indirect help from
another person with respect to the six activities of daily living, nor does it cover
the provision of long-term care or surveillance to the person insured. It is rather
a
complementary, autonomous provision of support.ls If the focus is on active
attendance with regard to the thee aforementioned spheres of life, primarily with
a view to facilitating independent living, a need for surveillancJ i, not to be

assumed.

e6BGE

133 v 450 E. 9.
e7cf.;udgmentsBCter

of z3lr0t2w7 a 3n/ifi)E.4.3.2, ot23Ml20o7 (t2lrtos) 8.2.2.3

1740t2m5 (r s28l05) E. l.
e8Cf.
Art.42 Para. 3 tVG.
sCf. Art. 42bis Para.
5 IVG and An. 3g para. I

IW.

and of

toTn accident
insurance *g
I-* ord-age pensioners (cf. BGE 133 v 569 E. 5.3 and 5.5) no
allowance is paid for life skills-assistance. If the helplessness status is
onfy partfy due to an
1cid9n1 the insuree may claim from AHV or from invatiaity insurance fm ttr"'amoont incuned
for helplcssncss allowance which thesc insurances would pay out to the insuree
if he had not had an
accident (cf. Art. 38 Para. 5 t W).
'o'Cf. Arr 38 Para. I rVV.
ro2cf.

BcE

ro3cf.

BGE t33v 472E. s.3.2.

recf. BcE

133
133

v
v

450

E.

Lo.z.

450 E. 9.
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De gre e s of H elple s sne s s
In the old-age and dependants' insurance (AHv), invalidity and accident insurance,
the assessment of helplessness allowance follows the same criteria,los but differs in
the amount.
In the case of severe helplessness, the insured person is completely helpless,
i.e. he or she regularly depends to a considerable degree on the help of another
persons with respect to all activities of daily living andis furthermore permanently
in need of long+erm care or personal surveillance.16
In the case of moderately severe helplessness, the insured percon regularly
depends to a considerable extent on other persons' assistance despite the provision
of therapeutic appliances; this kind of assistance refers to

-

most activities of daily living

at least two activities of daily living and, in addition, permanent personal
surveillance

-

at least two activities of daily living md, in addition, pemanent life skills
assistance.rv

Moderate helplessness means that an insured person, despite being provided
therapeutic appliance,

-

regulaily depends to a considerable extent on the assistance of other persons
with respect to at least two activities of daily living
requires permanent personal surveillance
requires pennanent and especially intensive longlerm care due to infirmity
is only able to have social contacts due to substantial services regularly provided by other persons as a result of severe sensory impairments or severe
physical infirmity, or
pennanently depends on life skills assistance.ro8

Regarding the assessment, a medical professional will specify the extent to
which the insured person has limited physical or mental abilities as a result of
impairments. If the physical, psychological or cognitive impairments and/or their
impacts on the activities of daily living cannot be clearly determined, the medical
professional can, and even must, be contacted again for further clarification.
Indications provided by the persons offering support, normally the parents, must
also be taken into account, and diverging opinions of the persons involved must be
mentioned in the report. The final text of the report must contain plausible, detailed
and substantiated information regarding the individual activities of daily living and

105Ci BGE 127 V l15 E.ld.
1

Cf.Art.37Pな ■ lIVV.
107Ci Art.37 Para.21VV.
108cf.Art.37 Para.3Ⅳ ・

V.
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Table

I

Amount of helplessness allowance

I)egree of

Percentage of the maximum old-age

pension levela
Severe

Moderately

80
50

InVdidiけ
insurance

AHV

CHF l′ 872.―

C:IIF 936.―

CHF l′ 170.―

CHF 585.―

CHF 468.―

CHF 234.―

severe

ModeHe
aCf.Art.42ter P"a.1lVG:Art.43bis
Para.3 AIIVG
"

must,-meet the requirements

of permanent personal surveillance and long-term

care.l@

A careful diagnosis of helplessness is of particular significance with respect !o
progressive diseases such as dementia.
The monthly amount of helplessness allowance paid to insured persons who live
in their home environment is shown in Table I as follows:

4.3.1 Long.Term Care Allowance
4.3.1.1

General

Regarding the entitlement

to curative treatment, the different social insurance
for care services in lerms of

branches assume different obligations to compensate

both the acknowleged forms of long-term care (hospital, institutional and Spitex
care, as well as care provided by family carers) and the scope of acknowledged care
(medical and non-medical care).
curative treatment is exclusively taken overllo by one single social insurance
within the.statutory limits, and financed,rll in the following order, by military
I 12
insurance,
accident insurance, invalidity insurance, health insurance.

1"S∝

,inter alia,judgme■ SOZVeFSCer of me Cm"n d Zurich J 29鰤

E.3.1("gading an insu

2009(AB.2009.∞ ∝ o

e bOm in 1942 who has been sumeHng k,m advmced Parkinson's

diSeaSe in COmbinatiOn With deinenda■ ld h」 lucinaions for over 20 yèrs,1肛 ld who has been
li宙 ng h an elderly hOme since J」 y2007).
11°

Cf.A■.64 Ptta.l ATSG.
11lCf.AFt.64P̀Ta.2 ATSG.

112Long‐

鯰菫n cat comi"nsalon under mili櫨 ツ law is not おned to in the f01lowing.
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4.3.1.2

Accident lnsurance

4.3.1.2.1 General
Accident insurance only applies in the case of accident-related long-term care
dependency (occupational and non-occupational accidents and occupational
l3;.

diseasesl

Upon retirement, along-tenn care allowance can only be granted

if the insured

personr14

-

suffers from an occupational disease,
suffers from a recurence of the disease or from long-term effects thereof and if
hisiher capacity to work can be considerably improved through precautionary
medical measures or if a major impairment of health can be prevented,
requircs long-term treatnent and care to maintain his/her remaining capacity to

work, or

is incapacitated for work and if hisfter state of health can be considerably
improved through medical precautions or if a major impairment of health can
be prevente/.

4.3.1.2.2 Acknowledged Forms of Long-Term Care
Accident insurance pays for accident-related hospital, nursing homells and Spitex
service costs.lt6 Family caregivers are also reiognised asiervice provideis.rrT
with a nursing diploma they can charge the insurance for their work in the same
way as freelance professional carers can according to the relevant collective
agrcement.lls
If they do not have a- diploma, they can be granted an allowance, although no
legal entitlement exists.lle The relevant rccommendationsl2o make an allowance
conditional on the fact that material damage can be proved (e.g. loss of income of
the otherwise also economically active spouse, travel expenses for children who
live outside the area) or on support going clearly beyond what a family member can
r'3Cf.

Art. 7 ff. WG; Landolt (2010b, c).
l4cf. Art. 2.1 Para.
I LJVG and further Subpara. 3 of the recommendation of the ad hoc Damages
commission IIVG on the application of LrvG and Lrw, No. 7/90 in-home care lEmpfehlungen
I

der AD-HOC-Kommission Schaden WG zur Anwendung von

WG und IlW, Nr. itn

Hauspflege), daon 27 fi111990, rcvised on 291Q312Cfl5.
Itscf. Art. l0 UVG in connection
with Art. 15 ff. WV.

t'6cf. Art.

18 Para.

"7Cf. Art.

18 Para. 1 and 2

"eCf. Alt.

18 Para. 2

I

tlw.
UW.

llsThe UVG
wage agrcement can be downloaded from http://www.sbk-asi.cly'webseiten/deutsch/
8dokumentelfreiberuflichellarifuertrag-Sozialw.pdf (last viewed on 16.10.2017).
r20See

tIW.

http://www.koordination.cty'fileadmin/6les/ad-hoc/archiv/07-90-alt-08.pdf

16.10.2017).

(last viewed on
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justifiably be entitled to expect (such as providing daily care for hours and hours
oYer a longer period of time).

4.j.1.2.3

Acknowledged Long-Term Care Services

In the context of long-term care theories, "health and nursing care" means that care
is provided autonomously, either by one person alone or jointly with other qualified
professionals, to people of all ages, to families or other life partnerships, as well as
to groups and social communities, healthy or ill, in all life situations.
Professional long-term care implies the promotion of health, the prevention of
diseases and the provision of carc to sick, disabled and dying people. Further key
tasks oflong-term caxe are the satisfaction ofinierests and needs, the promotion ofa
secure environment, investigation and research, participation in the formulation of
health policy as well as in the management of health care and in education.l2l
The legal definition of long-term care is more restrictive. In the context of health
insurance, "long-term care" relates to treatment and basic nursing carern and in the
context of accident insurance it relates to medical care. In the case of "teatment
care", care services fulfil the very purpose of treatment.'23 Health insurance law
provides an exhaustive list of insured activities regarding treatment care,rz while
there is no legal definition for medical care in accident insurance law.
The nursing care concept as it is contained in accident insurance not only
comprises care treatment as related to health insurance but, in addition, all basic
nursing care measures. In this respect, notably those nursing care services are
insured which are eitler required to maintain a person's remaining capacity to
work or which, in the case of incapacitated insured persons, serve to considerably
improve their state of health or prevent any major impairment of the latter.l25
Measures taken in the context of the activities of daily living, household
maintenance or the handling of everyday matters are not part of medical care.
They may, however, substantiate the criterion of helplessness to the extent to which
the above-mentioned requirements have been fulfilled.l26

rzrThe Intemational
Council of Nurses (ICN) defines the tssk of professional caregivers as
follows: "Nursing encompasses autonomous and collaborative care of individuals of all ages,
families, groups and communities, sick or well and in all senings. Nursing includes the promotion
of health, prevention of illness, and the cale of ilI, disabled and dying people. Advocacy,
promotion of a safe environment, rcsearch, participation in shaping health policy and in patient
and health systems management, and education are also key nursing roles" (seo http:/Arww,icn.ch/
about-icry'icn-definition-of-nursing/ - last viewed on I 6.10.2017).
l22On
this see infra margin No, 97 ff.
r23cf.
Art. 7 Pau;a. 2lit. b Subpara. I tr KLV.
r24cf.
BGE 136v 172: pra 2010 No. 135 E. 4.3 and judgment BGer of 21il2?010 (gcJo2l

2OtO)E.4.2.2.
r2scf. Art,

2l Para.l lit. c and d WG.

r26On

this see supra margin No. 32

ff

and infra margin no. 102

ff.

"8

1.Bi

hof

rger md H.Lmdolt

4.3.1.3 hvdidり hSuranCe
イ.3.I.g.I G̀″ θ沼′
11lValidity inSuranCC aS a nnal publiC inSuranCe Only prOVideS fOr FnediCal rehabil‐
itatiOn rnCaSureS・

43 .l

.3.2

ι′

fOr insured persons up to the age of 20.lZ°

Acknowledged Forms of Long-Term Care

Medical measures comprise the treatmenr which is provided by the physician him-

or herself or by qualified nursing care staff at the physician's request either in
nursing homes or in the patient's home environment (an exception being
logopaedic and psychomotoric therapies), as well as the adminisration of medically prescribed medications.r2e When deciding on medical treatment to be provided in anursing home or in the patient's home environment, the recommendation

of the neating physician and the personal circumstances of the insured have to be
taken adequately into account.l3o
43.′ .3.3 Acた θッ′
θ
ごg̀′ ιο48‐ 3̀r′
if̀(″′
εα′R̀λ αわ′
″′
Jο ″』
α′
Иセαs

"Cα

″
ιSθ ,7た θs

r̀s

Domiciliary, ouryatient or inpatient medical care (treatment including acoessory

ifit does not aim at the heatment ofthe illness per
se,l3'but directly at the inlegmtion into gainful employment or into the person's
field of activity and if it is suited to permanently and significantly improve the
functional, pe-nsion-relevant performance capability or to prevent from major
basic_carer3r) is only provided

impairment.l33

1"Cf.Art.12J.IVG.
128cf.Art.12 and 13 1VIG.

1"Cf.A減 。14 Para.lIVG.
1∞
Cf.A■.14 Para.31VG.
131Accessory basic care nteans basic care rneasures which are required or become necessary in
COnneCiOn Wi■

lthe pЮ

riOnnanCe oflong‐ te■ nl care services.Accessory caFe inV01VeS,10F inSlanCe,

baSiC Cae∞ Ⅳ iCeS Elated
Subpara。

lKLD」

陸

Ю

F bOWel"

dy hygiene∝ , SPCtVely,body cleansing(cf.Art.7P"a.2 1it.c
Щ ●On8 mり
eSSa,in lne Wi■ 10ngtmlCae ieainent

"n∝ BGE 120 V 280 E.3b.
(ct Art.7 Pana。 2 1it.b Subplra.1l KI´ 'V),ci also

132Ttament Ofthe diSeお
e hChdeS,in pa面 Cula,血 et atmett OfinjuHeS,i面 ∝ dOnS,aS Wen aS
.Of in"mal and l獅 ヽ HC a"ases(cf.A■ .2 PaFa.4Ⅳ ′
V).
133cf.Art.12 Para.lIVG.
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Insurance to Cover Congenital Defects

Up to $g age of 20, insured persons suffering from an acknowledged conlenital
defectl3a are entitled to the necessary medical treatrnent regarding ttreir aerict.t3s

Intensive lang-Term Care Supplemcnts for Minors

what is also attributable to care is the supplement for intensive long-term care for
persons under age 18.136 This supplemeniis particularly granted for-lncreased need
for treatment, basic care and permanent surveillance as compared to the needs of
non-disabled minors of the same age.r37

4.3.1.4

Health Insurance

イ.3.1.イ .f

General

Health insurance applies in the event ofsickness-related and accident-related long-

term care.dependency, in the latter case, however, only subsidiarily to accident
insurance.l3s To the extent that the insurance covering clngenital aeiects does not
have to pay for long-term care services granted in the context of health insurance,
these services have to be compensaled for by the health insurance in a subsidiary
way.l3e

4.3.1.4.2 Acknowledged Forms of Long-Term Care
Hospital Care
The costs of a hospital stay are fully covered and include board and lodgrrg.lao
Hospital care .implies that there must be a medical or social neceisity of
hospitalisation\4| on the part of the insured person. If the insured person is no
'34see on this Annex of the Regulation of 9 Decembcr 1985 regarding birth defects lVerordnmg
vom9. Dezember 1985 iiber Geburtsgebrechen (GgV)).

r35cf.
r36Cf,
l37Cf.

r38cf.
f

Art.

13

IVG; BcE 136 y

2Og

tr.

on this supra margin No. 46 ff.

Art. 39 Para. 2 and 3 IW.
Art. Ia Para. 2lit. b KVG.

3eCf.;udgments

'{Cf. Arl

of l}rc6n}tt (9C_8862010)
2lit. a KVG.

BGer

25 Para.
lalNecessity

E. 4.5.

ofhospitalisation is the case ifthe necessary diagnostic and therapeutic measures can
be performed in a purposeful way only in a hospital, orif alipossibilities of outpatient caro
havc
been exhausted, or if it is only by means of a hospital stay that there is still any prospect
of success
with regard to treatment. The hcalth insurance may also be obliged to .orrr ti,i .ort of a hospital
stay in cases where the state of health of an insuree does not necessarily require such
a sray, but

where-iue to particular personal circumstances-the patient can receive medicat teatment
nowherp else but in a hospital (cf. BGE l26V 323 E. 2b and 120 V 206 E. 6a).
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longer in need of hospital care but requires nursing home or Spitex services,r42 he
or she is entitled to a two-week period of intensive and transitionary care.to?
Intensive and transitionary care services comprise all measures specified in Art.7
(2) KLV (diagnosis, advice, coordination and examination as well as treatment and
basic care) which prove necessary afrrr a hospital stay and which have been
medically ordered by the hospitall# and are carried out by freelance professional
carerc, a Spitex organisation or a nursing home.las
Nursing Home Care
Care services provided in a nursing homela6 are compensated for according to the
principles of outpatient caret47 on the basis of a time tariff.r4s
The Swiss Federal Council regulates the insured care services, the needs assessment, the tariff and the quality controlstae; in addition to the general criteria of
effectiveness, appropriateness and cost-effectiveness, the legislator insists on
ensuring the "necessary quality"lso when the insured care services are determined.

Spitex Care

Spilex care comprises daytime or night-time carelsr provided by freelance professional carers pursuant !o Art. 49 KW,l52 and by cantonally recognised Spitex
organisations in terms of Art. 51 KW.

la2For patients with
chronic psychiatric problems-ven if their state of health is subject to
changes.-the rules applicable to care home patients are generally valid, unless temporary deterioration of the illness rcquires acute hospital treatnent (cf. BGE l20Y 2N E. 6a and judgment
EVG of 201102006 K 201061 E. 3.1).
r43cf. Art. 26aPatu 2

KvG.

'4Cf. Art. 25a Para. 2 KVG.
lasCf.
fut 7 Para. 3 KLV. Acute care and temporary long+erm carc af,e remuneraled pursuant to
the hospital financing regulations (Regeln der Spitalfinanzierung (see Art.49a KVG)) and not
acco,rding to the otherwise applicable long-term care tariffs (cf. Art. 25aPara.2 KVG).
r6Art. 39 Para. 3 KVG.
r47cf. Art.50

KvG.

l4cf. Art. 25a Para. I KVG and Art. 7 Para. I lir. c KLV.
raecf. Art. 25a
Para. 3 and 4 KVG.

rsCf. Art. 25aPara.4 KVG.

l5tCf. Art. 25a Para.
I KVG and Art.7 Para. 2bis KLV.
r52Professional
carers are approved if they hold a diploma from a school for health care and
nursing care (since the education reform in the healthcare sysrcm of 2004 rcfened to as "higher
vocational school / Htihere Fachschule" or "senior technical college / Fachhochschule"), as well as
an approval for exelcising the profession in the respective canton, and practical experience in the
feld of long-term care of a minimum of 2 years. A certificate issued by the Swish Red cross
confirming the attendance ofan "assistant caregiver @ffegehelfer/in)" training does not count as a
professional nursing care diploma (120 h of theory, 12 days of practical aaining) (cf. judgment
EVG of 05/092000 lK 62lN) E. 2).
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In contrast to the tariff of the Spitex organisations, the nursing home tariff does
not take account of *re type of care measure provided but only of the time needed
daily for caxe measures, which must also be shown on the invoice.ls3
Caregivers Caring for Relatives

According to the KV, family carers who are not approved by the Swiss Common
Institution under the Federal Sickness Insurance Act (KVG) are not considered as
recognised service providers.tsa Therefore, no obligation exists to remunerate
caregiving relatives,lss except for family carers who have been attributed a crediior
code (ZSR number).r56
The employment of family caregivers by an approved Spitex organisation is not

considered in terms of care provided by relatives but in terms of a provision of
Spitex care that must be paid for.rsT Employed family caregivers are only entitled to
provide relatively simple basic care and/or care in ordinary everyday situations,lss
but no nursing care.lse

4.3.1.43

Acknowledged Long-Term Care Services

General

Oupatient and nursing home health-care services comprise the following
measuresl6:

-

diagnosis, advice and coordination (lit. a)
examination and treatment (it. b)
basic care (lit. c)

D iagnosis,

Advice and Coordination

The service category "coordination" of I January 201,2isbased on an adjusfrnent in
the course of the implementation of the national palliative care strategy of the Swiss
federal govemment. To ensure that persons dependent on long-lerm care can stay in
their home environment until the end of their lives even in the case of an unstable
state of health, it has been recognised that the often numerous providers oflong-

r53Cf.

Art. 9 Para. 2 KLV.

r54cf.

BcE

rsscf. BGE

ltlv

324-

l26y 330 = RKTJV 2000, p. 2g8 E. lb.
r56cf.
BcE 133 v 218 E. 6, judgment BGer of t}rc5nc/|i7 (K 141106 and K 145/06) E. 5.2.
r57cf.
iudgmentEYG of 2IMDW (K 156/04) = RKLIV 2006,p.303 E. 4.
rs8cf' Art.9a
Para.

1 lit. a and b KLv, as well as judgments EVG of 25&g2003 (K
and VersGer Kanton St. Gallen of 18/082006 i. S. L. = SGGVP 2006 No. 18.
rseCf.
ludgment BGer of tg I t2nC/i)7 (g1_5g7 n(f,ID E. S.t.

r@Art.7

Para. 2

KLV.

@lo3)8.3.3
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teml carc active in one private household should be well coordinated and that this
coordination service must be remunerated accordingly.l5l The conditions for remuneration set out in the regulation are not confined to palliative situations.
Care Treatment

In the case of

"catre treatment"l62 only those services are insuredl63 which are
explicitly included in a 'positive' Iist. Care treatment and basic care serviceslfl

differ in terms of tariffs.l6s Helplessness allowance is only attributable to basic care
and not to care treatment.ltr
Basic Care

In the case of basic care, a distinction is made between general basic care and the
measures aiming at the surveillance and assistance of persons with psychological
impairments which help the latter cope with the basic activities of daily livingr6T:

-

-

General basic care includes, for example: Bandaging of legs, applying compression bandages, patient bedding and positioning, moderate exercises, physical activation, decubitus prophylaxis, measures to prevent or remedy treaEnentrelated skin damage, assistance with dental and personal hygiene, dressing/
undressing, eating and drinking. 168
The measures aiming at the surveillance and assistance of persons with psycho-

logical illnesses include, among other things, the elaboration and practical
training of an appropriate daily routine, targeted uaining regarding the structur-

ing and encouraging of social contacts, assistance in respect of guidance and
safety measures.l6e

'6'cf.

Rex et al. (2013).

t63cf.

BGE 136v 172 = ha 2010 No.

r62The

lfifie

recognised treatment and nursing care services are lisrcd in Art, 7

pan.2lit,

b

KLV,

135.

conceptual term "basic and toatrnent care (Gnrnd- und Behandlungspflege)" was intro-

duced to the German-speaking area in 1967 by hospital economist Siegfried Eichhom. The terms
"basic carc" and "heatment care" in this context were the results of translations from an essay in
English written in 1954, d. Friesacher (2008), p. 192 f. The dualism in long-term care practise
arising from this distinction between rclatively undemanding (basic) care measures and activities
rcquiring a higher qualification and medical expertise was abandoned for the benefit of a more
holistic approach in the course of the change in professional attitude and the emergence of the
nursing science, cf. M0ller (1998), Mittelstaedt (1998).

r6cf. Art. 7a Para. I KLV.
.ludgment BGer of l2N7 f2}l2 (gC_43DOt2)
r67Cf.
Arl 7 Para.2lit. c Ziff. 2KLy.
r6cf.

'ncf. Art. 7 Pan.2lit.
r6ecf..Art.

c Subpara.

I KLV.

7 Para.2lit. c Subpara.2 KLv.

E.

4.

l.
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It must be examined whether the service provided constitutes an insured longterm caxe service or an uninsured attendance or household service.l7o while
measures aiming at the surveillance and assistance of persons with psychological
illnesses may also cause obstacles with regard to the basic actiyities of daily living,
an allowance for such measures is only paid if the measures are necessitated due to
illness. Furthermore the measures must concem assistance provided to the person
and not material support (especially domestic help). The particular basic care shall
enable psychologically ill persons ro cope with the activities of daily living again
themselves ('help towards self-help'). l7l
Domestic help sertices are activities that relate to household maintenance (from
both the actual and the economic perspective) and comprise activities such as food
shopping, preparing meals, including help with eating and drinking,l72 doing the
washing and so on, activities which are not part of the list of the basic care services
refunded by mandatory long-term care insurance.lT3 Depending on the context,
help with eating and drinking may be regarded as a basic care service.rTa

4.4

Assistance Allowance

4.4.1

General

It is only with the 6th revision of the IVG (part I, 6a) that

assistance allowance,
which had been discussed since the 1990s, was finally introduced as of I January
2012.r7s This was to fulfill the purpose gf the IV to make a self-determined,
independent /r/e possible for the insured.rT6 A further purpose *"r to delay the
moving into a nursing home for as long as possible or to make it possible for a
patient to move back home from an old-age and nursing home.l77

r7ocf.

BGE 131

rTrBGE
r72cf.

13l

v

v

178

178 8.2.2.3.

8.2.2.3.

decision of the swiss Federal council of 09/03ll9{ig

"3cf. BGE 136Y 172E.5.3.2. Accompaniment of

=RKIIV l99g Kv No.2g

a care-clependent person

p. lg0 E. IL
from the bedroom to

&e dining room does not count as a caxe measure according io rvcKtv either.
r74cf.
Arl 7 Pxa.Zlit. c Subpara. I KLV and infra Rz lg2 f.
'75Cf. Art. 4}quater ff. tVG, Art. 39a ff. IVV and Circular on the Assistance Contribution
fKreisschreiben iiber den Assistenzbeitrag KSAB)|, valid as of I January 2013, as well as
explsnatory notes on the regulation regarding invalidity insuran ce
lErliiuteruigen zur Verordnung
iiber die lnvalidenversicherungl of l6llU2}ll (hereinafter referred to aslxplanatory Notei
Assistance Conribution/Erleuterungen Assistenzbeitrag); available online at http:77www.Usv.
admin.cty'themenlivlmg25Srnil"x.htrnl?lang:de
- last viewed on 16. Oktober 2017j.
r76cf.
Art. la lit. c IVG.
r77The

Swiss Federal Council Bundesrat expects 400 withdrawals from care homes and 700 avoidable care home admissions in the next 15 years, cf. Botschaft 6. lv-Revision, 2010, p.
1922.
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4.42 Eligibility

Requirements

The persons eligible are insured adult persons who live in their home environment
and are granted helplessness allowance according to the fV,l78 not, however,
recipients of helplessness allowance from accidentlTe or military insurancel8o or
from the AHV,181 or persons who suffer from only partially accident-related
helplessness.

lE2

4,4.3 Acknowledged Forms of Assistance
Recognised as care assis[ants are persons who are employed by the insured under a
conract of employment,l83 who are neither married to the former, nor live in an
officially registered or de facto partnership with him/her, and who are not related in
a direct line.lsa The reason for excluding close family membersrss is based on
supportls6 and maintenance obligations. 187

4.4.4 Acknowleged Assistance

Services

Eligibilily to assistance allowance only exists if the need for care leads to one or
more assistants being employed for more than 3 months.rs8 The following activities
are reimbursable:

-

activities ofdaily living,rse
household maintenance,ls
participation in society and organisation of leisure activities,rer

"8Cf. Art. 42 quater Para. I IVG.
r7ecf.

Art" 26 f.

WG.

r8ocf.

Art. 20 MvG.
r8rcf. Art.43bis AHVG.

Arl 42Pua.6IVG; Botschaft 6. tV-Revision, 2010, p. 1900.
l83Accordingly, dependent persons
are not entitled to assistance services that are provided by
inpatient (care homes, hospitals, psychiatric clinics) or semi-inpatient institutions (sheltered
workshops, daycare centres and integration cenhes); or by organisations and other legal entities
'82Cf.

(exception: advisory and support senrices).
reCf. Art.42 quinquies lir a
and b IVG.
t85Cf.

Boschaft 6. tV-Revision, 2010, pp. 1867 and 1902 f,
r86cf. Art.328zfrB.
187Cf.
Art. 163, 27 6 f . 7frB,.

Art. 39d Iw.
'8ecf. Art. 39c lit. a IVV and Botschaft 6. IV-Revision, pp. 1904 f.
recf. Art. 39c liA t. b tW and Botschaft 6. IV-Revision, pp.
lg0.l f.
'ercf. Art. 39c lit. c IW and Botschaft 6. rV-Revision, pp. 1904 f.
r88cf.
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childcare and education,le2
non-profit or voluntary activities,le3
vocational education and training,lea

economic activities in the regular labour market, except activities in the
protected environment of workshops or day centres and the atlendance of
vocational training courses in disability organisations,les
surveillance during the day,l% and

night-time services.leT

Aids compensating for the loss of hearing or vision are recognised as direct
support, while guidance, control and surveillance in the context of pursuing activities are recognised as indirect support.le8
The need for support required in order to be granted assistance allowance is
dercrmined by way of a standardised assessment tool (FAKT) for direct and indirect
support services.lee The time spent on support services covered by helplessness
allowance,2m the contributions paid for third party services instead of devices2ol
and the contributions paid by the mandatory health care insurance for basic catem

in terms of care services2o3,2& have to be deducted from the monthly need for
assistance2os as shown in Table 2.

The conffibution paid for assistance amounts to CHF 32.80 per hour,ffi in the
case of necessary spggial qualifications pursuanr 0o Art. 29 (c) lit. e-g it amounts to
CIIF 49.15 per hour,207 and for night-time services, depending on thJ intensity, to a

maximum of CIIF 87.40 per night.mE

192cf.航

39c lit.dIヽ

193cf.Art.39c lit.cI｀

″
V.

VV.

194cf.Art.39C lit.f IVV and Botschaft 6.IV‐
19SCf.Ar●

196Ct A■

Rcvislon,pp.19041

39c lit.gIVV.
39c lit.h TVV.

197cf.A■

.39c lit.iIVV.
198See Rz 4∞

5r.KSAB,

199See on this Latzel and Andennatt(2007).
2∞

cf.Art.42 ff.IVG.
201cf.A■
.21ter Para.21VG.
202cf.Art.25a KVG l.V.m.Art,7 Para.2 1it.c KLV.
203There iS nO need fOr COOrdin

On With regald tO ttatment Care SerViCeS,aS■ eSe are nOt taken
intO the equatiOn fOr aSSiStanCe COnttibution(cf.Art.42sexies Para.3 rVG)and are exclusively

COVetd byぬ e health ttld aCCident insu:■ lce(cf.Art.25a KVGな ld All.7 Para.2 1it.b KLV田 ld
AFt,18 UVV),Margin no.4110 KSABぅ on me otherh"ld,prOvides for a deducIOn ofmeだ icd care
measulに s pursuant to A■ .13 1VG.

204cf.Art.42sexies P"a.l and 3 1VG.

205cf.ma」
n No.4105∬.KSAB.
206cf.籠
.39f Paa.l IVV.

2"cf.A■

39f Pな a.2 1VV.
208cf.Art.39f Para.3Ⅳ
V.
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Table

2

Maximum amounts per month for support services

Moderate
Moderately

Hous
２

Helplessness

Activities of daily living, household maintenance, participation in
society and organisation of leisulp time

３
４

０ ０び

Support Services

sevele
Severe

一

5

￨
￨

¨
メ

Surveillance during daytime
aCf.Art.39c Para.21i.a「
′V
bCf.AFt.39c Panl.2 1it.bIヽ
′
V
CCt Art.39c Para.2 1it.cIヽ ″
V

:
￨
￨

一
ロ

Education and childcare, pursuit of non-profit or voluntary activities,
vocational raining or education, pursuit of an activity in the regular
labour market

￨

Medical Aids

iI P躙0ッ isJο

qFノ Иθ
alaα J A農 己
s

Medical or nursing aids (nursing beds, wheelchairs, aids for incontinence,
ointments etc.) are either covered by health insurance (KV) within the framework
of the list of materials and objects (the so-called "MiGel" list)2@ or by invalidity
insurance (IV) even if the insured person has already acquired the aid in question2lo
or a similar aid.211
The lists of medical aids exhaustively specify the potential calegories of aids. In
the case of each cat€gory of aids it must be investigated whether the list of the
individual aids (within this category) is exhaustive or whether it is only exemplary.2rz The respective aids can be provided in kind2l3 or in terms of a monetary
benefit.2la

In item 14 of the list of aids, the invalidity insurance (IV) has specified all
medical aids available (aids for self-provision). Neither the AHV nor the accident
insurance have a catalogue of aids available in addition to this list.
Since I January 2011 the cantons have been obliged to pay for the necessary,
appropriale, economic medical-and especially nursing-aids, with the scope to be
determined by the cantons.2ls

209Annex 2 on KLV(劉

ハ
ailable at http:〃 、
″w.bag.admin.chノ山emen火 皿 よenversicherung′ )0263/
00264メ )4184′ index.hml‑last viewed On 16.10.2017).
210cf.A■ 21■ IVG and HVI,Art.1l UVG ald HVUV,Art.21 MVG.
21lcf.Art.2 Pam.5 11VI.
212Ct BGE 121 V 260 E.2b and A■

213Ct Art.21 PTa.31VG,

.2 Pam.5H.VI.

214cf.Art.21bis Para.l and 2 1VG,as wen as A■
215(■

21 Paa.2・ 4

MVG.

.A■ 14 Para.1 lit.fELG.Most cantons have bpt up■ e pЮviOus list ofnursing aids issued

by ELKV.
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Sen'ices

Invalidity2l6 and military insurance2rT provide for an entitlement to third party
services if the insued person fulfills the prerequisites for being provided a certain
medical aid, especially in the context of a permanent living wage job,2l8 but cannot
make use of the aid for reasons related to his/her personal circumstances.2l9
Instead of the aid, the insured person will be granted a monetary benefit. The
monthly allowance for third party services must not exceed the insured personos
gross monthly income from employment nor one and a half times the amount of the
minimum regular simple retirement pension, i.e. CIIF 1755.00 (as of I January
2}l3).22o If the insured person is entitled to an aid which he or she cannot handle
independently, e.g. drive a motor vehicle, he or she must be refunded the substitution costs up to the abovementioned maximum amount.
If the insured person has already been adequately provided with aids such as a
hearing aid, for example, services from other persons, in particular the costs for a
sign language interpreter, cannot be granted due to their substitutive nature.22l
Services provided by other persons may only compensate for the loss of certain
parts or functions of the human body in order to enable the insured to get to work or
cope with professional tasks.222
The list of aids of the invalidity insurance (I9 especially specifies the following
third party services223

-

transport and accompanying services for persons with disabilities to get frorn
home to work and back instead of using a motor vehicle or a guide dog, and
especially also taxi transportation,
the reading out of texts indtspensable for work in the case of blindness and low
vision,22a

-

interprettng services for especially demanding teaching points
conversation in the case of deafness or severe hearing loss.

or topics of

In the case of. agricultural or commercial activities, a self-amortising loan
be paid out for costly aids.2x

cm

216Cf.

Art 2lbis Para. 2 IVG. The rules of IV also apply accordingly for AIIV (cf. Art. 4 I{VU).
2r7cf. Arl 2lParu.4
MvG.
2r8cf. 118 v 2oo E.
3c.
2tecf. BGE l12v ll E.
taand EyGEt968,p./72.
22oCf.
margin No. 1042 KHMI and Annex I Subpara. 6.4.
22rcf.
.ludgment EVG of 17 rc3n}Os (t 354103) E. 3.4.
222cf.BGE l12 v n E. lb
and 96 v E4.
223Cf.

2asee

margin No. 1037 KHML
on this judgment BGer of 18/092009 (gc-4g3f2fffi)E.5.2.2.3.

22scf.
Art. 2lbis Para. 2bis IVG; Cf. judgment BGer of 2sntnC/|i} OC_5172(/|,7) E. 3.2 and
Communication of 2ll02t20ol on the 4th Revision of the Federal Act on tnvalidity Insurance
lBotschofr vom 21.02.2001 ilber die 4. Revision des Bundesgesetzes iiber die
Invalidenversicherungl = BBI 2001, pp. 3205 tt.,326/..
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AdditionalAllowances

6.1

General

Persons whose place of residence and habitual residence is in switzerland are
entitled to additional allowances if they receive apension or helplessness allowance
from the invalidity insurance226 or if they were entitled to an invalidity pension
from the IV in the case of completion of the minimum contribution period pursuant
to Art. 36r\tG.227 The insured additional allowances consist of an annuai supplementary benefiP2g as well as of an allowance for costs incurred due to illness and
disability.z2e Both benefits include co-insurance of the risk of nursing care needs
which is, however, not fully covered.
The additional allowances aim at guranteeing the minimum subsistence level
with respect to so^c-ial securityzso beyond the absolute minimum level granted by
social assistance23l and are subsidiary to-other social security benefits (especially
from health care and accident insurance232).

6,2

Annual Supplementary Benefits

6.2.1 Expenditures Eligible for

Coverage

The difference between eligible expenditures and revenues is paid out on a monthly
basis.

62.1.l Home Cale
Expenditures eligible for coverage comprise, inter alia, the amount needed for
general living expenses, housing cosrs and the health insurance premium. In the
case of unmarried partner or family households, an overall assessment is made

226Persons

entitled to helplessness allowance are granted supplementary benefits only once they
ofage (cf. Arr. 6 ELG); Landolt (2011).
Art.4 Para. I lit. c and d ELG.

have rpached 18 years

n1cf.
228cf.

Art. 3 Para. I lit.

'2'cf. ,ut.3 Para. I lit.
23oCf.
23

a

ELG.

b ELG.

Art. 2 Para. I ELG.

lThe

l0

allowable expenses of CIIF 3 I 340.- for a single person plus expenses as mentioned in Art.
Para' 3 ELG are higher than the subsistence minimum under social assistance as referred to in

the SKOS guidelines.
'32Cf., among others, e.g. judgment EVG

of 23[lt2Cf,l2

e

72Dl) E. Z.
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which takes account of the acknowledged expenditures and revenues of all its
members.233

Expenditures due to disability can be eligible for coverage up to a maximum of

CIIF 3600.00 for renting a wheelchair-accessible home in addition to the annual
maximum amount23a; in the case of a privately owned home this refers to nonvalue-maintaining investments made on grounds of disability (e.g. the installation
and use of a stairlift).23s

6.2.1.2 Nursing Home

Care

In the case of a patient living in a nursing home, an amount for personal expenses is
taken into account with a view to the general living requirements and a daily
allowance to accommodate the housing costs.236 Because of the principle of
equal treatment of nursing home and home care, the resident of a nursing home
may receive, as an additional allowance, the equivalent of the maximum amount of
the minimum subsistence level calculated for a person living in the home environ*
ment.237 If the costs for a nursing home exceed the minimum subsistence level of
supplementary benefit recipients who are provided care in their home environrnent,
the cantons must cover the balance.238
With effect from 1 January 2011, pursuant to federal law, the daily allowances
eligible for coverage in the case of accommodation in a recognised nursing home
must be high enough to prevent the insured from having to draw on social
assistance.239

When implementing the prohibition of making a person dependent on social
assistance, the cantons have a margin ofdiscretion so that it is not self-evident tltat a

pensioner is granted enough supplementary benefits in order to be able to pay for
the nursing home stay.zo The prohibition of making a p€rson dependent on social
assistance only applies in the case of "recognised nursing home" stays.2o'

The canton must ensure that every person has the chance of actually being
accepted. On principle, the insured cannot be deprived of the possibility to choose

233Ci Art,9P″
234C■

235seeハ

dt 16 1El.｀ ′and Subpara.4.3.9 ofC:ircular No. 1l of 31′ )8/2005 on the deduction of

expenses incur
[

a.2 ELG.

Art.10 1it.b Subp"a.3 ELG.
fbr hedぬcat and accide■ s,as well as fOr costs incurred due Ю dsability

Abzug von ttmneits‐

und UnmlkOstn sOwie vOn behinderungsbedingten Kos

31.08.2005"]ofthe Swiss Federd Tax Administtation.
236Ci Art.10 Para.2 1it.a ELG.

237Ci Art.13P田 ・
a.2 ELG.
238Ci Art.13 Para.2 1ast Sent.ELG.

239Ci Art.10 Para.2 ELC.

240Ci BGE 138 V 481=Pra 2013 No.31E.4.
241Ci Art.10P田 ・
a.2 1it.ELG.

n vom
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between the homes specified on the cantonal list. In the case of high accommodation costs, the home may accept the penon at the rate covered by the canton.2a2
The maximum amount $anled by the canton of residence is also valid for a
specialised nursing home in another canton, even if the latter provides for a higher
maximum amount eligible for coverage.z3
When calculating the supplementary benefit for the spouse who does not live in a

home or hospital, only the rent allowable for single persons

of currently CIIF
13,200.-is taken into consideration.M Tl.te result of this regulation is that the
spouse who does not live in the nursing home is at risk of having to leave the
marital home in spite of the higher exemption limit for assets of CHF 300,000.-24s
if the annual costs for the home exceed CIIF 13,200.-

6。

2.1.3

Allowable Revenues

Allowable revenues (income from gainful employment and pensions, interest
revenues, etc.) are deducted. In the case of old-age pensioners, one fifteenth (for
single persons) or one tenth (for the combined assets of spouses) of the amount
exceeding the exemption limit for assers (CItr 37,000.-for single persons and CHF
60,000.-for the combined assets of spouses) can be attributed to these revenues.246
In the case of a nursing home stay, the cantons may increase the proportion of
attributable assets !o 20Vo.u7
With the entering into force of the new law on the financing of long-term care of
I January 2011, an increase in the exemption limit for assets for capital invested in
an owner-occupied residential property to CIIF 300,000.-is to be granted in the
event that one spouse lives in a nursing home and the other spouse in a self-owned
Foperty or that both spouses live in a self-owned property and one of them is

provided

allowances

by the AHV, fV,

accident

or

military
^helplessness
insurance.z8
If the daily uariffs of a nursing home or a hospital also comprise the costs for
longlerm care of a helpless person, the helplessness allowance granted by the
AHV, IV, military or accident insurance will be attributed to the deductible
revenue.29

242Ibid.

z3cf. BGE r38 v 481
= ka 2ot3 No. 3l
N6. Art.lc Para. 2 ELV.
ztOn ttris see infra Rz 142.
26Cf.

Art.Il Para. I lit. c ELG.
Art. 1l Para. 2 ELG.
24Cf. Art. ll Para.
lbis ELG.
2aecf.
Art. 15b ELv.
247Cf.
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Reimbursetnent ol Costs Incurred Due to lllness
and Disabili$
General

The recipients of an annual supplementary benefit can claim a compensatory
payment for the costs incurred due to illness and dtsability.uo Persons living in
nursing homes are, however, only entitled to receive a maximum of CIIF 6000.-per
year.zsr Insured persons who are not entitled to an annual supplementary Uenlnt
because of a revenue surplus and who otherwise meet all the eligibility requirements regarding the payment of an annual supplementary benefit, are entitled to be
reimbursed the costs incurred due to illness and disability exceeding the revenue
surplus.252

6.32

Recognised Costs Incurred Due to Illness and Disability

The costs incurred due to illness and disability to be reimbursed are soecified by the
cantonsx3 in conjunction with the federal hw.254 According to f"a"A law, the
cantons are obliged to reimburse as follows255:

-

dental treatment,
assistance, long-term care and attendance
daycare centres,
medically prescribed spa therapies,
diets,
Eansport to the nearest place of treatment,
aids and
co-payments according to Art, 64 KVG.

in the home environment and in

I

As of January 2011, the cantons have been obliged to issue their own
regulations__regarding the compensation for the loss of income of family
caregivers.2s6

25ocf.

Art. 14 Para. I ELG.
2trCf. Art. 14 Para.
3 lit. b ELG.
252Cf.
Art. t4 Para. 6 ELG.
253Cf.

Art. 14 Para. 2 ELG.
2'acf. Art.
14 Para. I and 3 ELG.
255Cf.
Art. 14 Para. 1 ELG.
2s6ln
the Canton of Aargau, for instance, currently a loss of income of l07o over a period of
4 weeks entitles caregivers to claim compensation, g 14 Para. 3 of the Regulation of I 7 November
2010 on the rcimbunement of costs of supplementary benefits (ELKV-AG) incunpd for health

care

or due to

disability [verordnung 0ber die verglitung von Krankheits-

Behindenrngskosten bei den Ergiinzungsleistungen (ELKV-AG) vom 17. November 20101.

und
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The cantonal implementation provisions regularly refer to the former federal
principles,zrl but occasionally also provide for allowances for family caregivers
irrespective of a proof of loss of income.2ss
The question as to whether and to which extent family caregivers might have
taken up gainful employment is to be assessed in the light of the penonal, family,
economic and social circumstances under consideration of the extent of long-term
caf,e to be provided.2se Given the difficulties of proof, the administration has to
ascertain "with particulax care" the facts of a possible gainful employment conferring entitlement to an allowance.2fi

6.3.3 Maximum Amounts
Within the framework of the federal law, the cantons are free to determine the costs
which are to be reimbursed as well as the maximum amounts which are to be
p"id.'5' In particular, they are authorised to confine the cost reimbursement to the
experues necessary to ensure an economic and appropriate service provision.
The recognised costs incurred due to illness and disability will be reimbursed
within the scope of the general and specific maximum amounts on the basis of the
level of helplessness. As of I January 2011, the cantons have been entitled to fix
general and specific maximum amounts. The general cantonal maximum amounts
must not fall below the following amounts as shown in Table 3:
Single and widowed persons living in their home environment or persons living
in their home environment with the spouse being accommodated in a nursing home
or hospital, who are entitled to receive a helplessness allowance from invalidity

insurance (IV) or accident insurance (UV), obtain an increase of the minimum
amount from CIIF 25,000.- to CHF 90,000.- in the event of severe helplessness,
and to CIIF 60,000.- in the event of moderately severe helplessness.262
For married couples who live in their home environment with one or both of
them being helpless, the minimum amount of CIIF 50,000.- increases as shown in
Table 4:
The purpose of the specific maximum amount of CIIF 90,000.- for severely
helpless single persons is to allow persons in need of long-term care and attendance
services to live independently in their home environment for as long as possible

257Cf..ludgment

25tln

BGer of 25lO4l2OO7 (P 18/06) E. 4 and SVR 1998 EL No. 10 p. 25.

ttre canton of Bem, for instance, a maximum of

15 Para.3 EV
25ecf.

cIrF 9600.- per year may

ELc (BE).

be paid, cf.

Art

;udgment BGer of llO2t2OCD (BCIIR?OOB) 8.5.2.

mlbid.8.5.2.
26tcf.

Art. 14 Para. 2 and 3 ELG.
2@cf. Art. 14 Para.
4 ELG and Art. l9b Para. I ELV. The sarne increase is granted also to
recipients of a helplessness allowance pursuant to AHV who had previously received helplessness
allowance punuant to [V, cf. Art. 14 Para. 5 ELG.
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Table

3

Amounts for persons living in the home environment

Maximum

of

amount

Singlp and widowed persons, as well as spouses of persons living in nursing

cHF 25,000.-

homes or

crrF 50,000.cHF 10,000-'
CIIF

Married couples

Full
Persons

living in

a

home

"Cf. Art. 14 Para. 3 lit. a ELG
bcf. Art. 14 Para. 3 lit. b ELG

Table

4

Maximum amounts for married couples

Number of persons receiving
allowance

Both spouses

Maximum
of

With each of them suffering from severe

amount

cHF t80,m0.-

helplessness

With each of them suffering from moder-

cHF 120,000.-

ately severe helplessness

With one of the spouses suffering from

cHF 150,000.-

severe helplessness

One spouse

With one of the spouses suffering from
moderately severe helplessness

cHF 150,000.-

Suffering from severe helplessness

cItF

Suffering from moderately s€vorc

cI{F 85,000.-

115,000.-

without having to be accommodated in a nursing home. This is why the increase
the general maximum amount of ctIF 25,0ffi.- is confined to the reimbursement

of
of

costs incurred for long-term care and attendance services.

Unlike the general maximum amount (CHF 25,000.- for single persons), the
is deducted in advance when deiermining the specific
maximum amount (90,000.- for single persons) as the increase in the amount
helplessness allowance

only applies "ifthe costs for long-term care and attendance services are not covered
by the helplessness allowan"rt;,263

263Art.

3d Para. 2bis 2nd clause
(9C_84t2009) E. 4.2.

to Sent. 1 aELG and further judgment BGer of l0/ogzm9
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Care Credits

7.1 General
The childcare2s and (long+erm) care credits26s introduced on I January 1997
consist of an annual pension credit for persons who are mandatorily or voluntarily
insured according to the AHVG and who care for relatives entitled !o a helplessness
allowance of a medium degree.266 In the case of minors, this generally only applies
to the period between the ages of 16 and 18, since childcare credits are taken into
account for ages up to 16.267

7.2

Eligibil@ Requirements

7.2.1

Recognised Family Carers

The caregiver must be a relative in the ascending or descending line or a brother or
sister of the insured, or a spouse, an officiatly registered partner(ship), a parent-inlaw or a stepchild.2t* Th" care credit is an egalitarian one, irrespective of the
intensity of attendance or long-term caxe, and corresponds to three times the yeady

old-age penlign as of the date when the person involved
becomes eligible for the pension.26e In the case of married-persons, the care credit

paid minimum

full

is split tqu.lty during the,calendar years of their marriage.2To If more persons fulfill
the requirements regarding care credits, the credits are equally divided between all

eligible persons."'

7.2.2 (Moderately)

Severe Helplessness

The person in need of care must-actually or when required-be entitled to a
helplessness allowance granted by AHV, IV or the mandatory uv or MV for ar
leait moderately severe helplessness.2T2 Whether the allowance is received or not is

ecf , Art.2gsexies
265Cf.

AHVG.

Art. 2gsepties AHVG and Art. 52 g tr AIWV, as well

caretaking (KSBGS; as per: 01/012012).

26Cf. Art. 2gsepties Para. I AI{VG.
267Cf.
Art. 2gsepties Para 2 AI{VG, margin No. 1002 KSBGS.
58Cf. Art.2gsepties Para. I AIIVG.

6ecf. Art.
27ocf.

2gsepties Para. 4 AIIVG.
Art. 2gsopties Para. 6 AIIVG.

27'cf. Art.52i
272Cf.

AHw.

Art.2gsepties Para.

I AIIVG.

as

Circular regarding bonuses for
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irrelevant.2T3 The supplement for intensive long-term care274 is put on a par with
helplessness allowance.

7.2.3

Being within EasY Reach

Since 1 January 2Ol2

it is sufficient if

the person to be cared for is within easy

reach,ns if the caregiver does not live further away than 30 km or if he or she is able
to reach the person to be cared for within I h.276

8

Further Securities

8.1

Tax Deductions

According ro the Disability Discrimination Act of 13 December 2002, the
disability]related costs of the taxpayer or of the disabled persons he or she cares
person
for, are deducted from the entire taxable income, provided that the taxable

bears the costs him-/herself.277

8.2

Cantonal Support of Family Categiving

law in
Further financial support for family caregiving is granted under cantonal
with
line
in
terms of spec ific tax-deduction?'8 as well as long-term care allowances
the healttlcaxe legislation'27e

"3cf. BcE t26Y

435

tt.

27acf.

margin No. l@2 KSBGS.
275Cf.
Art. 2gsepties Para. I AHVG.
276Cf.

Art.52 g AIIW, margin No. 3010.1 KSBGS.
Arr.9Para.2lit. Hbis SIHG and Art. 33 Para' I lit' Hbis DBG'
278see
e.g. $ 42 I d stc AG (CIIF 3000.-) and Art. 28 lit. g StG BE'
,recf. $ 24 lit. c sPG AG and $ 2l lit. b sPv AG (care compensation to the amount of the
BS (for
maximum orphan's pension pursuant to AtM), $ I I SpitexG BS and $$ 6 ff. Spitexvo
35Vo
of the
of
maximlm
a
to
per
and
amounting
day
care services required starting from I h
per day);
highest AHV pension level) and AIt. 4 HPflG Fil (flat-rate compensation of CHF 25.277Cf.

tut.

14 Para. 1

ELG.

６

６
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Social Assistance

Costs for attendance and long-term care services which are not covered by any
other security system must be covered by social assistance. The latter is to be
distinguished from emergency aid and is to be regulated by the cantons. Each of the
cantons rcfers in its own social welfare legislation to the guidelines on the form and
exlent of social assistance.xo The basic coverage comprises the basic living needs
inclusive of health care costs without co-payments,28l as well as housing costs, plus
the health insurance premium.
Situation-related services conceming long-term care and attendance:

-

Expenses relating to illness and disability.' expenses for services which are not
part of_basic medical care, but are beneficial and useful in specific individual

-

Acquisition costs and expenses for services which are not rewarded in terms of

cases.282

an incorne: effective costs which occur in the cont€xt of other services which are

not rewarded in terms of wages (volunleer or neighbourhood work, family
caregiving, participation in integration or qualification programmes, etc.). The
effective costs which relate to the additional costs for activities promoted and

-

9

supported through social assistance have to be taken into account in their entirety
when establishing the budget.283
Integration allowance: This allowance is granted to persons aged 16 and older
who are not engaged in gainful employment and who strive for their own social
and/or vocational integration as well as for the integration of people around
them. The arnount of the integration allowance varies between CIIF 100 and
CI{F 300 per person per month, depending on the service provided and on its
significance for the integration process.2sa

Critical Appraisal and Potential Future Remedies

9.1

Critical Appraisal

The need for the solidary community to provide for those requiring help and longterm care has been recognised in Switzerland since 1848.

2eCf. http://www.skos.clVstore/pdf-dhichtlinierVrichtlinien/Rl_deutsch_20l2.pdf
(last viewed
on 16.10.2017).
28rcf.
Subpara. 8.2. I SKOS Guidelines ISKOS-Ric htlinienl 2012.
282Cf.
Subpara. C. l. I SKOS Guidelines ISKOS -Richtlinienl 2012.

283Cf.

Subpara. C. 1.2 SKOS Guidelines [SKOS-tuchtlinie n]

?ne.

zeCf. Subpara. C.2 SKOS
Guidelines [SKOS-Richtlin ien) 2012,
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By introducing old-age and survivors' insurance (AHv), as well as invalidity
insurance, a change in the system was effected roughry s0 years ago. ln lieu of the
supplementary helplessness pension, all social insurance systems introduced a
helplessness allowance. This insurance benefit became, and for decades remained,
the main compensatory measure relieving assistance and long-term care needs in
terms of an allowance, as it made it easier for persons in need of help or care to
remain in their homes despite their deficient state of health.
The extension of the material scope of validity of helplessness allowance and the
introduction of new insurance benefits for persons in need of help and long-term
care has made the Swiss long-term care insurance sysiem quite complex, often at
the risk ofproviding either redundant or deficient coverage, thus causing confusion
among insurees and insurers and requiring better coordination.
The sometimes unspecified and confusing definitions of .,helplessness', and
"long-term care dependency" are factors contributing to the inconherence of the
system, meaning that ultimately each case must be examined individually to see if
the awarded benefit category complies with the actual needs related to the respec-

tive definition.
In terms of the rule of law, this is questionable as, for one thing, no legal
cerlainty is granted and, for another, legal practice shows that the insurers often,
and increasingly so, go into debates with their insurees as to the scope of their
obligation to grant benefits in order to effect minimum payouts; often, they also
claim that provision of the required help or long-term care benefit is aiready
covered through a different insurance benefit. Since helpless persons and persois
dependent on long-term care are among the weakest in society, they easily fall
victim to such intransparent systems.

A further disadvantage is effected

by

partial

object financing or the subsidizing

of benefit providers. starting from the legislator's approach in the 1950 to levy
confibutions in [V for building and operation funding with a view to facilities for

the disabled and disability support organisations, object financing was increasingly
expanded and has recently been cantonalised on the occasion of ttre reregulation o;
the finance equality measures and the inhoduction of the .,new financing solution
for long-term caxe measures".
The coexislence of long+erm care insurance benefits and subsidy payments to
long-term care institutions has not only complicated the system, uuiaiso caused a
deficit in autonomy to the extent that persons in need of long+"rm care, despite
receiving some funds, do not receive the entirety of funds that the state spends
on
their behalf. Such a system only fosters a reduction in the freedom to choose among
the existing range of benefits, and impedes patient autonomy.
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daily living" that must be in the focus of this process. Already in the 1990s was the
usage of and dffirentiation between the terms 'basic care' and 'care treatment'
deemed obsolete from the viewpoint of long-term care practice as well as from a
legal standpoint,28s Even though the two teilns were used in the same context in
some first course book editions on long-term care in the German language,286 it has
not been used in current, particularly not intemational, course books provided for
long-term care training.287
Instead of differentiating, the two categories can be subsumed under the concept
of a long-term care process as a nationally and internationally established
categorisation systern.2g8 This long-tenn care process includes the anamnesis
(diagnosis28e) and points at long-lenn care measures to be taken. What is more, it
also includes the evaluation of measures initiated, a polnt which today is no longer
listed in the KLV, but which is becoming ever more important with a view to
curent quality standards.2s Another advantage of the concept of a long-tenn care
process is the fact that, by comparison with context-unrelated catalogues listing the
individual benefits and their costs, the process-related inclusion of a measure is
taxgeted to a much greater extent at m approach combining quality and cost
optimisation,
Also the second umbrella term, i.e. the "(instrumental) activities of daily living",
dates back to publications from the 1960s.2e1 In the literature on long-term care, a

of different models and interpretations are referred to and discussed
critically.2e2 What is remarkable, on the one side, is the great variation of activities
offered, rangtng from 14 to 6 in number2e3 and, on the other side, the fact that
already during the early phase of the concept different activities were defined
within the 6 ADL.Ze4
Also interesting is the circumstance that, as regards instruments that include only
few ADL, long-tenn care measuresfocus on the somatically oriented status and,in
this context, primarily outline deficits (bathing, dressing, toilet use etc.). What is not
addressed by the focus on these instruments are the communicative functions which
serve, above all, to evaluate the measures taken (e.g. evaluation of whether or not a
number

patient is in pain, among other things), and the assessment of social participation
capacities, e.g. of how a person keeps active in daily life. Accordingly, today's
instruments for the assessment of long-term care dependency must be chosen to the

2t5cf. Klie (1998), Miiller (1998).
26Cf., inter alia, Iuchli (1973).
287see

e.g. Menche

288Se"
28eCf.

".g.

(201l), Schewior-Popp et

at. (20L2), RosdaN and

Wilkinson (2012).

Art. 7 Pua.2lit.

a KLV.
2sCf. Bundesamt fiir Gesundheit (2009).

2e'Lawton

and Brody (1969).
2eE.g. Feinstoin et al. (1986), Bennett (1999), Sikkes et al. (2009).
2e314
NfL in Henderson (1960) and 6 in Lawton and Brody (1969).
2qCf. Katz et al. (1963), Lawton
and Brody (1969).

Kowalski (201 l).
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extent that they facilitate equal treafinent for persons with somatic or, respectively,
psychological and communicative-cognitive impairments.
What is common to both umbnella terms is the fact that they categorise funCtions
or, respectively, functional impairments, without taking account of the context.The
"eating and drinking" category is a good example showing that the mere focus on
context-uffelated functions will lead to inaccurate assessments. A person with two
broken arms who is otherwise healthy, for instance, will be temporarily dependent
on assistance with eating and drinking. In this case, help will have to be offered in

the form of repetitive feeding assistance. A person with semi-paralysis who has
problems swallowing and chewing will require entirely different help with "eating
and drinking" as regards the way this person is fed and the time it takes to offer this
assistance.

One example for the combination of somatic and cognitive impairments and for
the respective neeh assessment is oral hygiene indementiapatients. The minimum
oral care in this case implies the following tasks: manual assistance of patients
they can still brush their teeth thems€lves, or perfonning the entire process on them
if they cannot; providing communicative instructions on how to brush their teeth or

if

to open their mouths; examination of the oral cavity; and finally, evaluation of the
condition of their teeth and of the mucous membranes of the oral cavity.
In view of these different requirements for one and the same ADL category, it
cannot simply be a case of "basic care" ,sirrce the problematic somatic or cognitive
circumsiances--+ften combined with spatial limitations if care is provided in the
home of the patient-are sometimes anything but easy. Accordingly, manual
activities must be combined with the appropriate behaviour or motivation techniques and continuously adjusted to the progrcssion dynamics of the illness.
The more recent efforts to systematise the definition and content of long-term
care dependency have taken this complexity of long-term care dependency into
account. In Germany, a new evaluation instrument for the assessment of long+erm
care dependencyhasrecently been developed,2es preceded by thorough analysis of
the term and of intemationai procedures. tne eight newly elaborated categories2e6
are embedded in an evaluation procedure which is coherent in terms of content and
assessmen! orienrcd by resources rather than deficits, and which offers a solid basis
for individual planning of long-term care measures.
Since as early as 2001, the WHO, too, has made its "International Classification
of Functionality, Disability and Health (ICF)'Ln available for general use; this
classification can be used - confiary to widespread (mis)understanding-not for the
assessment of disability only, but that of any other health impairment, too. On the
2e5Cf.

2%The

wingenfeld et al. (2011).
eight carcgories for the assessment of long-term care dependency are: l. mobility, 2. com-

municative and cognitive functions, 3. behaviour and psychological problem-situations, 4. (food)
self-sufficiency, 5. ability to deal with illness/therapy-related challenges and strains, 6. management of everyday life and social contacts, 7. out-of-home activities, 8. household maintenance.
2e7lvorld
Health Organization, 2@l (see http://www.who.int/classifications/icf/ery' - last viewed

on 16.10.2017).
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basis of personal and contextual factors, the respective functional impairment is
assessed and evaluated. This instrument has become established particularly in
rehabilitative health care.
It can be noted that both procedures2es are not primarily oriented towards the
services delivered by professional staff, i.e. towards the care needs, but towards the
living environment of the patients. It is, after all, the latter that is relevant for the
years or decades during which patients have to be able to live with their health
impairments. This is indicative of the increase in user orientation, and the call for
self-responsibility and self-determination on the part of the patient; these criteria
have, for some time now, been stipulated in the health system, and in Switzerland
they were entrenched in the new legislation conceming the protection of adults and
children on 1 January 2013.
In Switzerland, the reimbursement of help and care services has been designed in
terms of a catalogue listing the individual benefits and sertices ot,respectively, of a
time or tax value for individual services.2e Such a system may well serve purposes
related to one-off, short and clinically foreseeable episodes. However, it is less
suitable as a reimbursement system for-from an epidemiological point of viewincreasing, long-lerm and therapy-intensive care processes.3m The altemative
could be a lump-sum or capitation systern, such as has existed and been practised
by Swlqq general physicians as a model of prospective reimbursement since the
1990s.30r

In long-term care provision,the needs-based "Resident Assessment Instrument"

(RN) is very common.3oz Integrated in it is a module for "Resoulce Utilization
Groups" (RUG), which in terms of concept is comparable with the "Diagnose
Related Groups" (DRG), thus facilitating lump-sum categorisation of benefits/
services goups. The RUG module is not, however, integrated in the RAI-Home
care schweiz software that was adapted for the Swiss spitex institutions. In longterm care homes, the module is either not used at all or at least not systematically. A

mix has become established, however, which allocates the 12 care levels or,
respectively, the required time for the service provision as stipulated in KLV303
to the RAJ Groups instead of the Resource Utilization Groups.

2esWitll

a view to these two instnrments, the Swiss legistator, authorities and expert committees
can r€sort to ma[ue solutions fiom abroad for a new definition of long-term care dependency and
the categorisation of the specific need for help and care, cf. inter alia Schaeffer (2004) and Landolt

(20Ola).

'*Cf.".g.Art.
mCf.

7 and

Art. 7a KLV.

Carpenter et al. (1997).

3orE.g.

Baur 12005).
Swiss association for domiciliary assistance and care services (Spitex Verband Schweiz)
recommends it as the instrument to be chosen for Spitex (RAI Home Care). As for inpatient longterm institutions, it is the cantons that decide which instmment is to be used (RAI Nursing Home,
among others).
3@The

3o3cf.

Arr. 7aPaa.3 KLV.
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The Swiss Federal Court emphasizes that the Resident Assessment Instrument

(RAI) was of a recommendatory nature with a view to domiciliary care and
particular professions, yet without claiming any normative validity, thus not binding the Court to any obligations. The latter could, however, consider these recommendations in its decision if they were in line with the interpretation of applicable
legal provisions in that they accommodated and justified the individunl case.3u The
RAI can-and should-therefore be consulted for the purpose of long-term care
needs assessments both in health and accident insurance.3os
As a basis for tariff-setting, some cantons allot a certain case level to the
Resource Utilization Groups, e.g. reimbursement according to care time spent.36
This makes it a mix between national provisions stipulated by social insurance

legislation and

a

scientifically developed and intemationally established
instrument.
Based on experience gained from other OECD countries, it can be assumed that

in future lump-sum

reimbursement systems and other sorts

of new

financing

methods or reforms in domiciliary and inpatient long-term care will be discussed
in Switzerland.3oT Coordination, as of January 2012 listed in the KLV as an
individual benefit, will thus be a core element of integrated care. Lump-sum
reimbursement in spitex facilities can work, as has been shown by a successful
model of the New York Spitex service, one of the biggest Spitex services in the
world, which has developed an insurance model for long-term care provision in

I

cooperation with the national health insurance for low income population groups
(Medicaid) and elderly persons (Medicare).308
More recent concepts addressing permanent health impairments also integrate
support for self-management among chronically ill persons.sw Thus, long-term care
dependency must not exclusively be assessed from the viewpoint of service provision through health professionals. Patients on their behalf can also, according to their

capabilities, contribute significantly to the progress of the concept by efficiently
integrating the administration of medication into their daily life. In this context, a
wealth of knowledge and experience has been acquired since the 1980s, making
healthy living and a health-promoting daily routine possible also for chronically ill
persons and enabling them to develop the appurtenant competences. For this
PurPofr patient education has been intensively promoted in Switzerland in recent
years,3l0 very interestingly so also wittr the activJparticipation of health insurers.3lr

3BCf. BGE
136 y 172 E. 4.3.3 and 124 V 351 E. 2e as well as judgment BGer of
(9C _7 02 t20 t0) E. 4.2.3.
305Cf.

.ludgment BGer

ztilzf2}rc

of t2tT7 t21t3 (BC_t$l n}t2) E. 5.2.4.

36Cf. vettori etal. (2W).
3o'cf.

orcD

120t3;.
Bischofb erger (201?*),Iohnson and Mccaxthy (2013).
3@E.g.
Kickbusch and Haslbeck (201l).
3toCf.
Haslbeck (2012).
308Cf.

3llsee on this cooperation
at www.evivo.ch, a programme addressing multiple diseases with a
view to the promotion of self-management in the case of chronic illneis.
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Caretakers who (have to) provide care to family mernbers in addition to continuing their gainful activity also require a special form of self-management.3l2
Until some years ago, Swiss economy and politics almost completely overlooked
the point that work-family rcconciliation measures were not only to be directed at
parents with healthy newboms and small children, but also at working persons who
provided long-term caxe to relatives. So far, Switzerland has not introduced any
comparable statutory provisions regarding the promotion of gainful activity in
combination with the provision of care to relatives such as exists in Germany
(*Fanilenpflegezeit", fanily care time), Austria (*Hospizkarenz", farnily hospice
leave), or in Canada and the USA ("compassionate care").
Companies must, however, within the framework of labour law3l3 and the Swiss
Code of Obligations3la ensure that free time or days of leave are gBnted to persons

who provide care to family members. Human resources managers and social
partners have- responded relatively quickly to the new issues and challenges for
businesses.3ls In order to guarantee a stable working life, it is not only the
employers' role that is crucial: health care providers, too, play a major role in
order for working persons to be able to punue their gainful activity without
intemrptions, say, in the form of unnecessary inquiries at (or disruptions from)
work. In this respect, well-coordinated solutions on integrated care also contribute
to better social protection or, in other terms, to the sustainable presertation of
employme nt relationship s.316
Another way of making care services provided through family members more
official is to employ the laner through Spitex organisations. This was examined
from the perspective of legal and nursing science not long ago.3l? Employment of
family carers is the responsibility of the respective Spitex organisation. Within the
context ofcantonal approval, the latter is also in charge ofsupervising the quality of
care provided. Responses from Spitex organisations and of employed family carers
have been positive so far.3t8 From an economic point of view it can be argued that

such employment generates additional tax revenue and social insurance
contributions.
On the other hand, additional health insurance costs may be incurred in cases
where services previously delivered voluntarily through family members are now
invoiced by the Spircx organisation. However, the proportion of costs for Spitex
services in relation to the overall expenditure of the Swiss health system amounts to
a mere 2.8%o.3te This is unlikely to change significantly euen in cases where

312cf.B釘

鳳1。 ldt and La∝ )h(2004),Bischoお erger et」 。(2(Xり ,2013).

313cf.Art.36 Para.1

.

314cf.Art.329 Para.30R.
31SE.3・

BiSChOfberger ald H6glinger(2(Ю 8),E∝ her Clauss(2011),Leis(2012),Derrer

Balladore(2012).

316cf.Bischofberger(2012a,b).

317cf.I.u md Bi"hofberg。

318ci Kng(all).
319cf.マ

viciss Zbinden(2011).
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employment is specifically selected. It can be assumed, however, that involvement
in long-term care and assistance service provision through family memterspreviously mainly women, and mostly unpaid-will decrease due to changing
family structures, geographical mobility and an inqeased labour market participa-

tion among women.
In order to be able to thoroughly discuss the current practice of the model of
"employment of family members by Spitex organisations", four aspects must be
examined morc closely3m:

-

the quantitative assessment of employment relationships in Spitex organisations

-

the option to have caregiver employment credited to a qualification in the
healthcare professions,
the assessment of experiences from the viewpoint of persons dependent on care
services

-

and of previous experience,

the need for further research in the socio-ethical dimension, as caregiver
employment creates a new category of family members.

A furthe-rpossibility ofhow !o secure care services in private households is care
migration.s2r In Switzerland, a market for social care services has developed in this
field in the past years. ldany care migrants (mostly female) come from Cenhal and
Eastern Europe to rcnder care services in Swiss households for a certain period to
persons dependent on assistance and long-term care, often living with them in the
same household. This results in acomplex relationship between societal and (socio)political framework conditions with a view to this largely uncontrolled market.
Apart from labour law issues it is, above all, questions on how to ensure the quality
of service provision that are of interest for this study. In this regard, Spitex
organisations could be considercd suitable for offering advisory or supervisory
services in households where care migrants are employed, thus assuming quality
assurance functions.
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As regards the reimbursement of services provided by (female) care migrants,
the following applies: The search for an assistant in the open labour market is
arranged within the context of invalidity insurance or, respectively, assistance
allowance. The person dependent on care services can employ the (female) care
migrant. The legislator does not prescribe any specific qualifications for the r€spective care assistant. However, if care migrants are employed through agencies that
are not approved by the cantons as service providers, no reimbursement thrcugh the

32oA

proSect on this is cunently conducted by Kalaidos University of Applied Sciences (Kalaidos
Fachhochschule Gesundheit) or, respectively, by Careum Research (Forschungsinstitut Careum
F + E) in collaboation with Spitex Kdniz in the framework of support measurcs by means of a KTI

Patientensicherheit).

32lcf. van
Holten et al. (2013).

lncf . vm

Holten et al. (2013).
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health insurance is possible for any services rendered. care migrants thus often
perform the same tasks in different households; their services, however, are
unequally reimbursed depending on the insurance coverage of their patient. This
circumstance is also relevant with a view to quality .rssurance, the latter of which
has been stipulated in KVG. Persons dependent on long-term care and their families
must be informed accordingly on reimbursement options.323
since the entry into force of the "assistant budget" pilot project on I January
2006 it has been possible for caregiving family members to be employed by their
care-dependent relatives at the expense of the invalidity insurance system. previously and^until 2008, this had only been possible for recipients of supplementary
benefits.324 However, utilisation of the employment opti;n in the context of the
pilot project did not meet the expectations.32s with the introduction of assistance
allowance in the federal law on invalidity insurance (rvG) on I January 2012 this
option was cancelled, which means that directly related family members can no
longer be employed as assistants. In 2008, the option of supplementary services in
health insurance IELWf was also abolished at federal level.326 The laner had
enabled family members to be employed by their care-dependent relatives. It is
now the cantons that rule on this issue by means of regulations. It remains to be seen
how many persons will resort to services provided under the new cantonal
conditions.
Finally, owing to an initiative of the Swiss Federal council, a new option in
t9rm1 of social policy is being discussed that is based on ,making provisions for
time" (i.e. a 'caxe time bark'--zeitvorsorge). For this purpose, thl Swiss Federal
social Insurance office (BSV) commissioned a feasibility rtudy.r, The aim was to
examine to what extent human resources among pensioners can be used directly
after rctirement, and whether by means of a care time accumulation system the
overall costs to be bome by the community for assistance and care services in the
home of elderly patients can be contained.
with a view to long-term care provision, results show that there is potential for
time units !o be offered on a voluntary basis. In parallel to establishing a care time
accumulation system, professional in-home care and assistance servicis must also
be expanded, particularly since the benefits catalogue for the provisioning of time
units is intended to play a merely supportive role to back up the delivery of care
services. It must also be poinled out that owing to insufficient data in Switzerland
and abroad, and due to the complex structures of the care time accumulation
r3Cf.Jiihnke

et

al.

(2012);see alsg the guide on the employment of

a

helper in rhe home, issued by

the pffic9 for Esuality (Fachstelle fUr Gleichstellung) of ttre City of Zurich:: htp://www.stadtzuerich.cty'contenVprd,/delindedgleichstcllung/themery'erwerbsarbeitThaushalthilfe_im_alter/
- last viewed on 2l June 2013).
this supra margin No, 146.

publikationen.hrnl
3zsee on
1b

G.

Latzel and Andermatt (200ga, b).

36Art' l3b aELKv provided
for the payment of an allowance for
illness and disability for family carcgivers and family assistants.
327Cf.

Oesch and

Kiinzi (2008).
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system, its feasibility can only be assessed once a pilot project has been launched
and tested. A care time accumulation system is presently being prepared for launch
in the city of St. Gallen.3x Its operative model allows for a maximum of 750 h to be
collected by each person collecting time units, These hours are secured on a longterm basis in order to guarantee their availability once a pefson has retired and
needs them. Both service providers and voluntary organisations are involved in a

cooperative way

in the structural management of the care time accumulation

system.32e

This critical appraisal and the presentation of possible solutions make clear that
the system of long-term care provision for very old persons and persons with
disabilities requires various changes and developments. The legislator would be
well advised to create a coherent and equal compensation systern for assistonce
services under the responsibitity of a social insurance provider in the context of
redesigning helplessness and long-term care allowances. Only this would facilitate
a feasonable insurance system; only thus would today's incoherently provided
insurance benefits and services 1 day become guarantors for patient autonomy.
Current national and intemational studies under umbrella terms such as "unpaid
care work" and "long-term care" shall be leading the way in this context.33o
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